
Top 10 Murals in Brisbane 

When you think of urban art or mural art hubs in Australia, Brisbane is 

probably the first that comes to mind. 

Indeed, there are loads of Murals Brisbane, if you know where to look. 

This blog will cover a selection of Brisbane's 10 best murals, but in no way 

encompass everything Brisbane has to offer.  

SKATE ARENA, RED HILL 

 

The notable Red Hill Skate Arena has risen like a phoenix from the cinders 

with the assistance of the BSAF urban art by Drapl and Treas. As opposed 

to the staggering burst that moved throughout the field in 2002, the 

influx of blazing blues and reds gives a restored feeling of imperativeness 

to the site. The observed Queensland mural artists join their interestingly 

inventive styles to send watchers on a hypnotizing venture beyond this 

world. This isn't their first time (Drapl and Treas) have worked together 

and ideally will not be the last! 

Picture credit: Tok 

 

 

 

 



 

TRAFALGAR STREET, WOOLLOONGABBA 

 

Globally famous muralist Guido Van Helton has reconsidered Brisbane's 

downtown as a place that is known for goliaths for his BSAF mural art. 

The size of the picture is adjusted tastefully by the unpretentious shades 

of the Guido and smart paint motions. Drawing on narrative photography 

and social examination, the Australian muralist makes site-explicit works 

that react to the more extensive social setting of their current 

circumstance. His strategy revives the figure and emanates a passionate 

power that is key to Guido's practice. Suburbanites along Trafalgar Street 

are always moved while passing through Woolloongabba. 

Picture credit: BSAFEST 

 

 

 



HEADSPACE, TOOWOOMBA 

 

It may not be a strolling distance, however, Fuzeillear's murals in 

Toowoomba are definitely worth the outing in the out west. The fine art 

was made for the First Coat Art and Music Festival, which will be getting 

back to Toowoomba roads in May this year. The Sunshine Coast muralist, 

Claire Williams (AKA Fuzeillear), has acquired worldwide acknowledgment 

for expressive pictures that catch the superb peculiarities of the beholder. 

Regardless of whether taking pen to paper or paint to block, Fuzeillear 

charms watchers with her master accuracy and interest for the impossible 

to miss. 

Picture credit: Fuzeillear 



MERIVALE STREET, SOUTH BRISBANE 

 

As a feature of the 2014 G20 social festival, these designs were picked as 

the area for the support point project. This group of the community 

welcomed productive muralists, for example, Fintan Magee to change the 

Merivale Bridge (South Brisbane) underpass into sight of ordinary marvel. 

Since moving on from QCA in 2009, Fintan has moved toward the world 

as his canvas, making urban art that is private and all-around nostalgic. 

His moving and conspicuous picture of a dad supporting his child is an 

enthusiastic reflection on the floods in Queensland in 2011 and current 

ecological issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BURNETT LANE, BRISBANE CBD 

 

 

Wander down Burnett Lane for a fantastic showcase of mural art. 

Brisbane City Council's Vibrant Laneways project has changed the CBD 

backstreet from floor to roof in the course of recent years. Richard Bell 

and Emory Douglas made a joint painting for the Laneway in 2011. Chime 

is a notable Australian muralist and Indigenous privileges extremist. 

Douglas is a political visual muralist and a significant figure in the 

American Black Power development. Their coordinated effort with Burnett 

Lane is a strong and impactful investigation of bigotry and common 

freedoms. The bystander makes certain to be taken to contemplation by 

the energetic yellow glimmers exuding from the walls. 

Image credit: Richard Bell and Emory Douglas 



LUCKY DUCK, HIGHGATE HILL 

 

Animal specialist aka zookeeper attracted Lucky Duck on a submerged 

experience for his 2016 BSAF murals. Animal specialist's slogan, "Keep it 

Zoo," summarizes his craving to ease life from dullness by making 

nature-propelled works of art. The muralist for quite some time held an 

interest in the similitudes among people and creatures are encapsulated 

by the even lightness of people and the jellyfish. The charming limbs 

weaving around the human figure are an enthralling and welcome 

distraction from the day by day everyday practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4ZZZ RADIO STATION, FORTITUDE VALLEY 

 

In 2010 4ZZZ commended its 35th commemoration with an open call to 

muralists to paint their building/walls. Sydney muralist Beastman took the 

gold for his even, extraordinary fine arts. Little peered toward beasts rise 

out of cadenced waves, repeating the station's provocative impact on the 

flows of music and get-togethers. The multidisciplinary muralist has 

shown his splendid and refined urban art everywhere, where 

mathematical examples interlace with regular peculiarities to make 

universes of new good faith. 

Image credit: Beastman 

 



MILTON ROAD, MILTON 

 

Lister and Sofles' cooperative piece moves with explorers along the 

bustling street, imploding from one blast to another of color. Visible Ink, a 

part of Brisbane City Council that upholds youth, requested that Jugglers 

Art Space assist them with the 2014 Walls and Colors project. This 

included the artistic creation of urban art that mirrored Milton's set of 

experiences and spots. The wall consolidates Lister's progressively 

expressive figures with Sofle's ability as an "Enhancements Wizard" to 

make a wall that gets the public amped up about mural art. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TUCKERIA BURRITO SHACK, FORTITUDE VALLEY 

 

Complete your daily Valley holiday with a fiery tomatillo taco and a glance 

at Kasper's flavorfully weird Burrito Shack mural. There is dynamic energy 

coming from the BSAF work, echoing the environment of Brisbane's 

center of the party. Kasper's dynamic and elaborate plans are double 

suggestive and puzzling. Watch as shading, line, and development change 

before your eyes from a mythical serpent to an ocean animal puzzle. The 

world that Kasper is building is genuinely a blowout for the eyes! 

Picture credit: BSAFEST 

 

 

 

 



ROBERTSON STREET, FORTITUDE VALLEY 

 

Venture into Robertson Street, Fortitude Valley, for a coffee and a slice of 

visual guilty pleasure. Urban arts spread from one wall to another in the 

rear entryway close to Jamie's Espresso Bar. In 2012, outstanding 

Australian muralists, Numskull, Roach, and Joel Birch, collaborated to 

make a text-based work for the Brisbane Festival's sort show It Ain't 

Dead. The typical articulation portrayed on the wall contains every one of 

the letters of the alphabet, permitting the muralist to grandstand their 

one-of-a-kind qualities in various styles. The completed item is a striking, 

vital expansion to the jazzy downtown area. 
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